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Community

- Rapid assessment effective in early engagement: handbook (Standard 4); outcomes assessment and program assessment (Standard 14)
- Teams formed, questions designed, self-study design approved
- New trends established: use of social media; state-of-the-art measurement techniques
- Milestone-driven time-line
- Key documents for analysis identified
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Accounting

- Budget established; year 1: $16,104.25 under budget
- Movement to account for core competency testing:
  - perception of student engagement
  - perception of writing ability; writing performance;
  - reading / critical thinking performance;
  - mathematics performance;
  - information literacy performance.
- Cost of Core Competency Testing: $23,129
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Analysis

• Great strength: Institutional Context (Standards 1-7). Ex: Gateway Plan, NJIT Strategic Plan, 2010-1015, Athlete Scholars

• Emerging strength: Educational Effectiveness (Standards 8-14) Ex: Educational Offerings, Outcomes Assessment
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By-Products of Self Study

- Increased community cohesiveness and systematic issue identification
What Are the Key NJIT Performance Indicators?